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about VISION

Window Fashion VISION — #1 Resource for the 
Window Covering Professional 
Since 1986, Window Fashion VISION has been a trusted source of information for 
the window covering industry. We are the go-to source of news and information 
specifically for the window treatment professional—including retailers, interior 
designers, workrooms, installers, fabricators and manufacturers. Our editorial 
content focuses on the needs of our readers, covering business, design, fabrication 
and product information. 

Put Window Fashion VISION to Work for You 
Using VISION as part of your content distribution and inbound marketing strategy, 
you can positively affect your lead generation efforts. VISION is more than the 
industry’s trade magazine, it is a trusted source of information that offers you many 
opportunities to reach the industry’s qualified customers. Let’s dig deeper into what 
your industry magazine has to offer.  
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print & digital reach 

Reach qualified buyers who are 
subscribing to Window Fashion 
VISION magazine, digital 
newsletters and product  
information news!

Let our social media followers get to 
know your products and services!

 20,424 Print & digital subscribers

 4,614  Facebook followers

 3,200 Pinterest monthly views

 2,489 Instagram followers

 1,101 Twitter followers

 384 LinkedIn connections

 

let’s get social

http://wf-vision.com
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IN EVERY ISSUE:
MOTORIZATION CORDLESS CHALLENGES

PRODUCTS 

WHAT TO KNOW 

INNOVATIONS 

HOW TO SELL 

PRODUCTS

NEW SOLUTIONS 

DESIGNER INSIGHTS

FABRICATION & 
INSTALLATION 

MARKETING & SALES 

WINDOW TREATMENT 
DESIGN SOLUTIONS

ISSUE  AD/MATERIAL CLOSE TOPIC   PRODUCTS

Jan + Feb     12/9   Eco-Friendly,    Green solutions, 
      Home Office   solar shades & UV

Mar + Apr     2/8   Trends & New Product IWCE preview, new products for   
      Report from the  2022 by category, industry trends 
      International Window  
      Covering Expo (IWCE)

May + June     4/12   Outdoor & IWCE  Outdoor product applications,  
          performance fabrics, shutters

July + Aug     6/10   Smart Homes,   All things motorized,  
      Smart Windows      software programs

Sept + Oct     8/16   Color & Safety  Woven woods, wood & alternative 
          wood blind products, 
          custom printing

Nov + Dec     10/8   Luxury   Decorative hardware & trims,
          drapery & upholstery fabrics,   
          drapery track systems

editorial content

2022 editorial calendar 
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print advertising 

Ad Sizes & Placement

TWO-PAGE SPREAD

FULL PAGE 

• BACK COVER 

• INSIDE FRONT COVER 

• INSIDE BACK COVER 

HALF PAGE (HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL)

QUARTER PAGE 

PRODUCT SHOWCASE (1/6 PAGE)  
 Created by Vision magazine 
• Please send ad copy in a Microsoft Word 

document or .txt format, 50-word limit. 
• Images must be at a resolution of 300 ppi 

at 100% of final output size in one of the 
following formats: tiff, jpeg or eps.

Ad Specifications / Mechanical Art 

• Supply artwork as a Press Quality PDF 
(preferred).

• All file formats must be 300 ppi at 100% of 
final output.

• Do not use crop or trim marks.

• We recommend keeping all live matter at 
least .25 inches away from trim.

• Bleed size is .125 inch.

• If using Rich Black, the swatch should be 
defined as 50% Cyan, 40% Magenta,  
40% Yellow, 100% Black.

TWO-PAGE SPREAD
Trim size: 16.75" x 10.875"
Live area: 16.25" x 10.625" 
Bleed:  17.255" x 11.125"

FULL PAGE
Trim size: 8.375" x 10.875"
Live area: 8.125" x 10.625" 
Bleed:     8.625" x 11.125"

HALF-PAGE 
VERTICAL
Size: 3.6" x 9.75"

HALF-PAGE 
HORIZONTAL
Size: 7.45" x 4.5"

QUARTER 
PAGE
Size: 3.6" x 4.5"

http://wf-vision.com
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advertorials 
2022 Business Q&A Advertorial
Boost the effectiveness of your ad with a Q&A Advertorial

An advertorial (also known as sponsored content) looks like an 
article in the magazine, but you get much more control over what 
goes in it. New for 2022, Window Fashion VISION is offering you the 
opportunity to tell clients your story in your own words so they can 
get to know you and your products better. Advertorials are available 
in 1, 2, 4 and 8 pages. 

Here’s what we need to create your Q&A advertorial: 
• At least two high-resolution photographs of your  

window covering products 

• A high-resolution photograph of the person doing the Q&A

• An eps file of the company logo 

Let’s get started! Schedule your interview today!
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advertorial : the gold standard 

Yilmaz Ozturan, President-CEO of Somfy North America, provides a 

snapshot of the company’s many products, as well as information on why 

becoming a Somfy Expert is a great idea for many retailers and installers. 

With all the motorized window 

treatments growing in popularity, why 

choose Somfy for motorization? 

Somfy is the world’s largest manufacturer of strong, intelligent, quiet 

motors and control systems for interior and exterior window coverings 

for both residential and commercial applications. Products powered by 

Somfy include interior shades, blinds, drapes and projection screens in 

addition to exterior awnings, rolling shutters and exterior screens.

With production capacity of approximately 20 million motors per 

year and 100 percent of products tested for quality, Somfy is the gold 

standard for quality and reliability in the industry. Somfy has a product 

life expectancy of 10 years and proudly includes a five-year full warranty 

on every product that bears its name. 

Is there a “good, better, 

best” in Somfy motors?

Since every project is unique, Somfy offers 

a breadth of motors and controls for you to 

choose from. Residential project needs differ 

from commercial projects, as do interior and 

exterior projects. We offer WireFree, plug-and-

play and hardwired motor options that range 

from 12V DC to 120V AC. 

Somfy’s WireFree motors are 12V DC, eliminate 

the need for an electrician and offer external 

battery packs and lithium-ion internal 

batteries that can also be charged with a solar 

panel. This solution is great for homes where 

wiring can be challenging. 

Somfy’s 24V DC motor ranges offer a 

transformer for a plug-and-play solution. 

These motors are excellent where wiring is 

difficult and you need more lifting power than 

the WireFree motors. Our hardwired 120V AC 

motors are preferred for new construction 

projects and commercial applications since the 

wiring can be done before the walls are added 

and they offer the most lifting capacity. 

Residential and light commercial applications 

will benefit from Somfy’s Radio Technology 

Somfy (RTS) products, while our wired 

bidirectional motors are perfect for larger 

commercial projects. Somfy’s quiet motors 

were designed for silence and range from 47 

dBA to less than 38 dBA. They are available 

as AC and DC, with a wide variety of torques 

and speeds to motorize all interior solutions, 

including the most demanding in terms of 

silence.

Somfy also offers a wide variety of controls 

to suit your client’s lifestyle and personal 

preference. Our controls are compatible with 

other Somfy-powered products and smart 

home brands to provide the ultimate in 

flexibility and performance. Timers can open 

and close window coverings at certain times 

of the day and provide a lived-in look while 

away. Somfy products can even be controlled 

with a simple voice command or an app on 

your smartphone or tablet. The Somfy Digital 

Network (SDN) offers a wide array of control 

options for commercial buildings while still 

providing individual occupant control.

Somfy has been a trusted leader in the window 

covering industry since 1969 and has manufactured 

over 170 million motors for customers in more than 

58 different countries in that time. With a mission 

to “inspire a better way of living accessible to all” 

and a commitment to providing safe, healthy and 

environmentally respectful living environment for 

communities around the world, the brand has 

created a wide range of motorization solutions that 

are perfect for any project. 

What is the “So Open  

with Somfy” concept? 

The smart home market is complex, 

bringing together the historical players in 

home automation, agile Internet of Things 

entrepreneurs and leading internet players. 

In order to ensure our development in this 

market, we are convinced that the key is to 

be at the heart of the home with the multi-

brand management of essential domestic 

equipment, but also to make smart home 

opportunities accessible to as many people as 

possible by opening up our ecosystem to other 

objects or services. 

Our range of products are designed 

to complement each other to create 

customizable and scalable solutions that 

can be used with other brands and home 

equipment players. Somfy is stepping up 

the momentum by opening them up to the 

most important voice assistants and smart 

home ecosystems, including Amazon’s Alexa, 

IFTTT, Google Home and others. Faced with 

the rapid growth of the smart home market 

and the vast number of players, Somfy wishes 

to offer everyone the possibility to control 

motorized products with their preferred home 

automation brand for their daily use.

Having an open technology enables end users 

to have flexibility and confidence to make 

future-proof technology investments, and 

the ability to extend and enhance software to 

meet their needs. Somfy’s TaHoma gateway 

uses dual-protocol RTS for current and legacy 

products and Zigbee technology that’s open 

and forward looking. Somfy is an active 

board member of the Connectivity Standards 

Alliance (formerly Zigbee Alliance), helping 

define the standards for tomorrow’s smart 

home. 

If a window treatment 

professional is interested 

in working with Somfy 

products, why should 

they consider becoming a 

Somfy Expert?
The Somfy Expert dealer program is designed 

with a single goal: to help your business 

thrive. It provides access to effective sales 

tools and specialized marketing materials. 

SETTING THE GOLD STANDARD 

FOR QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
SOMFY:

As a Somfy Expert Dealer, you gain access to 

powerful sales tools that help your clients 

experience the convenience and elegance 

of Somfy motorization and control—in their 

homes and in your showroom. Our new 

immersive, interactive Somfy Showroom app 

for tablets and laptops makes it fun and easy 

to demonstrate Somfy motorization to your 

clients.

Somfy offers its dealers motorization training 

and a dedicated team of support specialists 

to help you with each step of your project. In 

addition to our extensive document library 

to help you sell and specify your project, we 

also have a library of technical questions, 

videos and guides. We offer motorized in-

home and showroom displays to assist with 

educating your clients about the benefits of 

motorization. Somfy also supplies product 

and lifestyle images as well as content for 

your websites and advertisements to help you 

promote motorization and set your business 

in motion. 

Somfy’s website, social channels and 

marketing campaigns generate high-quality 

leads every day, giving you the ability to 

connect with homeowners in your area 

who are interested in motorized window 

coverings and other smart home products. 

Somfy Experts are featured on our “Where to 

Buy” tool, the starting place for homeowners 

interested in motorized window treatments. 

Every Expert also receives a customized profile 

page on somfysystems.com, where we feature 

information about your company, hours, 

photos, videos and more. 

somfysystems.com 
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advertorial: MotionBlinds: a smarter way of living 

The trend is exhibited by Coulisse’s MotionBlinds line, which provides 
a complete range of cable-free and wired motors and controls that 
are designed for easy assembly, installation and use for all types 
of window coverings in residential, commercial and hospitality. 
According to Coulisse’s Managing Director Jop Vos, products offer 
three fundamental advantages over competitors: safety, energy 
efficiency and convenience. 

Safety in the home is an uncompromisable feature. “Thanks to preset 
scenes and timers, smart window coverings powered by MotionBlinds 
are continuously in motion, making the home always seem inhabited,” 
Vos says. “It creates a sense of security and helps to prevent break-ins. 
Next, smart window coverings make spaces safer, as children and pets 
can no longer get tangled in hazardous loops or control cords.”
 
In addition to safety, Coulisse prides itself on offering an energy-
efficient window covering solution. “Smart window coverings are able 
to automatically adapt to changing conditions inside and outside the 

home,” says Vos. “This makes it possible to regulate the indoor climate and save energy by making the best use of the insulating properties of window coverings.” The energy savings that accompany MotionBlinds make the investment worthwhile, even for consumers who don’t consider themselves environmentally conscious. 
Convenience is arguably the primary factor in deciding to incorporate smart home technology. When it comes to motorized window coverings, MotionBlinds are seen as “smart window coverings that make everyday life even more enjoyable,” says Vos. “As part of a smart ecosystem, where various smart devices seamlessly work together, window coverings automatically move to the 

rhythm of your daily life, creating the perfect atmosphere at any time.” MotionBlinds exist to make mundane tasks not only more enjoyable, but also effortless. 
Further advantages of MotionBlinds include simplicity, connectivity, design, pull control and bidirectional capabilities. Simplicity refers to their effortless assembly and installation, and after installation, to their easy setup simply by scanning a QR code. Connectivity is represented through the straightforward integration processes into smart home systems that may already exist in the household.

 
The design of MotionBlinds incorporates a system approach, allowing for motors to integrate seamlessly with various hardware systems. However, the pull control was incorporated by designers as a novel motorized window covering feature to expand upon their simplicity. The bidirectional capabilities imply that MotionBlinds have a two-way protocol, “providing real-time feedback on the exact positioning of the blinds in the app, wherever you are in the world,” says Vos. “So, the smartphone app always shows the actual position of the window coverings, even if these are operated from home with the pull function.”

 
MotionBlinds have the capacity to power the following window coverings: roller and double roller, honeycomb and pleated, venetian, vertical, roman and curtains. A smart switch for wired motors also makes awnings and shutters with wired motors compatible with MotionBlinds. The entire MotionBlinds range includes battery-integrated rechargeable motors and wired motors, which are both available in low and high voltage. The batteries are rechargeable with a USB-C cable. 

Because of the simplicity of MotionBlinds, a high level of technology is not necessary. Instead, cable-free installation, programming and automation via a smartphone app and the manual pull function exist so that anyone can use and incorporate MotionBlinds. 
Those who opt to use high-tech solutions have numerous options for controlling the blinds. Vos was excited to announce earlier this year that MotionBlinds work with the Apple HomeKit ecosystem, making it the 

SAFETY
Makes the home always seem inhabited 
through preset scenes and timers
No loops or cords to endanger children 
and pets

ENERGY EFFICIENCYRegulate the indoor climate
Ultimate savings for the consumer
CONVENIENCEPart of the smart ecosystem making window coverings move with the rhythm of 

daily life

Effortless assembly and installation, easy 
setup simply by scanning a QR code
Two-way protocol provides realtime feedback on exact positioning of blinds 
and battery status
Smartphone app can be used  anywhere in the world

Pull operation for manual override of smart 
controls

Both battery rechargeable with   USB-C cable and wired available
Direct compatible with Apple HomeKit 
ecosystem, no hub needed

Coulisse Sets the Bar for Smartphone Integration

BY HANNAH GRISACK

MOTIONBLINDS:A SMARTER WAY OF LIVING
ith the unexpected abundance of time spent at home in 2020, two important things happened: Consumers began investing more in their homes, and they became much more familiar and comfortable using technology. New innovations in smart home technology took 

the interior market by storm, becoming the 
catalyst for the creation and introduction of 
numerous new motorized blinds.

only system that can be used to operate roller shades directly from an iPhone. “That is a true game changer in the market,” he says. Other control options include remote controls, a smartphone app, voice control and other smart home systems.
As smart home technology advances, the window treatment industry must keep up with it. Coulisse’s introduction of MotionBlinds demonstrates that creative manufacturers are innovating right along with the best tech firms out there—and the window fashion industry can be a player in this ever-growing market. coulisse.com

MotionBlinds work with the Apple HomeKit ecosystem, making it the only system that can be used to operate roller shades from an iPhone without the need for a hub or bridge.

MotionBlinds Advantage

38 | JULY + AUGUST 2021  |  wf-vision.com
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EMAIL MARKETING: e-Spotlight
Dedicated email campaign
Companies wishing to reach our audience with a single 
product idea are invited to participate in e-Spotlights. 
Each email features a single company and goes out to 
10,000 VISION subscribers.

Space reservation deadline: Reserve e-Spotlights at 
least one month prior to the desired send date.
Materials due: one week prior to scheduled send date.

e-Spotlight specs
For each e-Spotlight, please send:

• Subject line
• Introduction or headline
• 100 words of body copy
• Image: 620 x 620 pixels at 72 dpi or higher, jpeg 

or gif format, RGB
• Links to your website
• Contact information—phone and email

EMAIL MARKETING: e-Newsletter
VISION monthly business e-Newsletter 
advertorial and banners 
The VISION business newsletter goes out to 20,000 
industry professionals monthly and features updates 
on industry news, events and promotions. Add your 
press release and banner to this well-read industry 
newsletter to reach new buyers. 

Horizontal banner: 280 x 160 pixels at 72 dpi, RGB, 
jpeg or gif format.
Materials due: one week prior to scheduled  
send date.

CUSTOMIZED WEBINARS
Webinars are an excellent way to reach hundreds of 
interested dealers across the country. You develop 
and deliver a one-hour PowerPoint webinar detailing 
how your product or service can help dealers increase 
their business. We promote this to our dealer base and 
you receive the list of all registered attendees.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Let our digital marketing experts spread the word 
about your brand and products through our social 
media platforms.  

WEBSITE
Leaderboard Top Banner Ad
The VISION home page receives more than 10,000 
unique page views every month. Get maximum 
exposure with a leaderboard ad located at the top 
of the VISION home page. All banners should be a 
gif, static jpeg or png format. 72 dpi, RGB, 1048 x 214 
pixels.

Leaderboard Middle Banner Ad
Get excellent exposure with a leaderboard ad 
located in the middle of the VISION home page.  
All banners should be a gif, static jpeg or png format. 
72 dpi, RGB, 1048 x 214 pixels.

digital advertising 

http://wf-vision.com
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digital magazine options

YOUR 
AD 

HERE!

DIGITAL ISSUE  
PRESENTATION PAGE

Available for the space to the left of the front 
cover, as well as to the right of the back cover. 

This can be any size up to 1065 x 1375 pixels.

MARGIN ADS
Place your message next to 
one of our popular columns so 
our readers see your company 
and products while they read 
the information—motivating 
them to buy your products!

PAGE INSERTS
We’ll insert your article into 

the pages of VISION’s digital 
issue! Tell your story however 

you’d like and readers will 
see your content as part of 
the issue you select. Add a 

video for even more impact. 
Article text must be in either 

a Word or .rtf document.

YOUR 
AD 

HERE!

YOUR AD
INSERTS 

HERE!
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strategies to reach your target audience  
DESIGNERS
Interior designers are looking for the top-quality 
products that have the function and aesthetics for 
their customer. They read VISION because they get 
creative ideas that they can share with their clients. 
Designers are looking for products and designs that 
set them apart from their competition and can’t be 
shopped.

• Design your ad with eye-catching color and 
images they will save in their idea files. 

• Run a dedicated e-Spotlight that showcases your 
product. 

• Let us run an e-Marketing campaign targeting 
designers. 

• Schedule a dynamic 30-minute webinar showing 
them how to use your product—we’ll invite the 
designers. 

• Invite customers to submit their projects using 
your products for publication in our designer 
section. 

• Let your products be seen in the world of social 
media, inspiring designers with a single post.  

• Blogs are one of the top online services to 
influence a purchase, so create buzz through 
sponsored blog content. 

RETAILERS/DEALERS 
Retailers read VISION for savvy business advice and 
to look for the best vendors that increase sales and 
business growth.

• Position your ad next to one of our popular 
business or marketing columns.

• Offer a special to try your products through our 
business e-Newsletter or dedicated email blasts.   

• Add a video to our digital edition explaining how 
doing business with your company will make 
them money. 

• Run a prominent banner ad on our website with 
a special offer.

WORKROOMS & INSTALLERS  
These behind-the-scenes professionals can be 
very influential in product selection that facilitates 
the fabrication of the project. Many designers rely 
on advice from these pros to assure a smooth 
process. They are looking for business and how-to 
information. If your product is geared to them, we 
can place your ad next to a column with this specific 
information. 

• Position your ad next to our how-to features. 
• Consider an advertorial telling the story of your 

company and how you can help them. 
• Create a webinar to demonstrate your unique 

features—we’ll help you develop it and market it 
to our readers. 

FABRICATORS  
Fabricators are looking for strategic partnerships 
with quality suppliers. They want to work with 
companies with great products and customer service 
for long-term relationships.

• Consider an ad co-op program to help them 
develop their customer base with your products.

• Run a strong company story explaining the 
advantages of working with your company—we 
can help you create an educational editorial 
feature convincing them to reach out and 
discover your advantages.

• e-Spotlights can highlight your company and 
products for immediate leads.

http://wf-vision.com


Contact your  
VISION marketing  

team today. 

GRACE McNAMARA
Publisher 

grace@wf-vision.com
651-756-8834 

JENNIFER ROGERS
Editor 

jennifer@wf-vision.com 
651-330-0574

ANIA McNAMARA
VP Marketing & Sales 
ania@wf-vision.com

651-330-0574

GENERAL INQUIRY 
info@wf-vision.com

wf-vision.com
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